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Photo opportunity of the Month
How’s that for an entrance ?
This tube made from mud is the tunnel
entrance to a nest of wild midget honey bees.
Smaller than the common house fly these
bees are found in Ecuador and are important
in the pollination of coffee plants. Also kept
by beekeepers, their honey has to be
harvested with a syringe, is more fluid than
normal honey, almost as clear as water, and
with a sweet taste that is very different to the
honey from regular bees.
Got an unusual, topical, or interesting bee related
image that could be featured here?
Please send it to the editors today!

Dates for your Diary
Date

Event / Description

Venue / Contact

Apr, Wed 1st

1st Summer Practical Meeting ( 18:30 - 20:00)
The Summer season of Practical Training commences.

Henfold Apiary
Andrew Buchanan

Apr, Wednesdays
8, 15, 22,29

Summer Practical Meeting (18:30 - 20:00)
Regular evening training sessions.

Henfold Apiary
Andrew Buchanan

Apr, Sat 11th

Reigate Auction of Bees & Equip. (11:00 - 15:00)
Sell unwanted and bid for wanted equipment & bees.

Mickleham Apiary
Paul Cleaver

Apr, Sat 11th

Reigate Spring Bee Health Clinic. (10:00 - 14:00)
Get your colonies checked for Nosema & try microscopy.

Mickleham Apiary
Bob Maurer

Apr, 17th-19th

BBKA Spring Convention
Annual National venue for Training and Lectures.

Harper Adams Uni
Buy Tickets

May, Sat 4th

Lower Kingswood Show (12:30 - 16:30)
Selling RBKA & Members Honey & promoting RBKA

Lower Kingswood
Mike Hill

May,Wednesdays
6, 13, 20,27

Summer Practical Meeting (18:30 - 20:00)
Regular evening training sessions.

Henfold Apiary
Andrew Buchanan

May, Sat 9th

Meon Valley Auction of Bees & Equip. (11:30 - 15:00) Greatham,Hampshire
bruce.taylor@tiscali.co.uk
Another opportunity to buy or sell.

May, Sun 10th

Cow Pie Show (11:00 - 17:00)
Selling RBKA & Members Honey & promoting RBKA

Blindley Heath
tba

May, Mon 25th

Surrey County Show (10:00 - 17:00)
SBKA Honey Competition, Show stands & displays

Stoke Park Guildford

Jun,Wednesdays
3, 10, 17,24

Summer Practical Meeting (18:30 - 20:00)
Regular evening training sessions.

Henfold Apiary
Andrew Buchanan

Jun, Sat 6th

Mock Basic (10:00 - 13:00)
Advice & Coaching for the real thing on July 11th.

Henfold Apiary
Bob Maurer/Celia Perry

More dates?

The Members website has the full year’s Diary Dates

Click Here

Comments about and contributions for publication in

michaelfmain@hotmail.com

will be welcomed by the editors.

For inclusion in an edition, contributions are required by the 25th of the preceding month.
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
Midget honey bees photo - www.ecuador-wonders.com
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Please consider the environment before printing

Editorial
Bee on Good Beehaviour
Judging by the activity to and fro at the hive entrances when air temperatures have been barely
viable for flight, we are in for as busy a season as our bees are already.
So, whilst we perhaps marvel at the opportunistic capabilities of our charges, we have articles
this month that consider how their societies evolved, how varied their temperaments can be
and to (hopefully) provide help to ‘read’ their preparations to swarm. Following the behavioural
theme … if you want to coerce your bees into creating additional colonies, a couple of procedures
to maybe consider are described.
Soon to be available will be a new ‘Reigate Way - Beekeeping Information Sheet’ about
Managing Swarming, being prepared by Mike Hill. Look out for notification about it’s
availability on the website during April. It will be essential reading for us all.
With our Auction taking place this month; a reminder if you need it, to use the opportunity to
turn that un-needed equipment in your bee shed into cash, or bid for items you do need. We
have some tips from a Seasonal Bee Inspector about buying at auction that will be useful to
have read ahead of time. And don’t forget to take along sampled bees (dead please) from your
colonies to keep the Bee Clinic team busy.
Meanwhile … ever keen to facilitate exchanges of teaching, learnings and experience between
members; you not only have
and the Members Website, but now a RBKA
.
If you are a Facebook user, visit the Members Forum page under the Membership menu tab of
our website for more details of a (members only) Facebook Group being piloted.
Otherwise, if you think anything is missing from this issue… it’s probably on the website.
Richard & Graham
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Members News
All Present & Correct … and ready for the Season.

by Andrew Buchanan

Jackets and veils kept at Henfold for use by
Beginner Beekeepers.
A word of caution. The grassed area across the
All is now ready at Henfold Copse for members
paddock is currently rather soggy and it will be
to enjoy the beekeeping, the sociability and the
appreciated if cars are not parked along this
new but incomplete facilities, during the
area until the ‘No Parking’ signs are removed.
summer of 2015.
Also, as I mentioned last month, as a result of
On Saturday 21st March, the Tidy Up Henfold the ground works associated with the building
Day was graced with dry weather and proved of the Pavilion, the car parking area within the
highly successful. 37 stalwart members and copse has had to be repaired and re-seeded. I
visitors, some from our Winter Beginners regret that only the ‘hard standing’ area will be
Course, turned their hands to a multitude of available for some time.
tasks. Including; clearing the ground of winter We are very lucky to have permission, from
debris; levelling ground and sowing grass seed; Edward Ford our neighbouring farmer, to use
tidying up Containers 1 and 2; and painting ¾ the track to his farm, which is the next on the
of the Pavilion with a waterproofing stain. A lot RHS travelling North. Please ensure that if you
of hard work was done, a lot of fun was had park in this area, passage to and from the farm
and a lot of tea, coffee, biscuits and cake was is in no way obstructed.
consumed.
Finally, I draw your attention to the embryonic
Huge thanks are due to all who put an version of Henfold Copse Site Procedures set
enormous amount of effort and enthusiasm into out below. These procedures are by no means
putting the final touches towards making complete but are relevant with immediate
effect.
Henfold Copse really tidy.
Thanks are also due to Audrey Gill, Maggie Looking forward to seeing you all at Henfold.
Bourne and Fiona Scott for cleaning the
Andrew
HENFOLD COPSE SITE PROCEDURES
Please read the ‘Reigate Beekeeper’s Association
Apiary Procedures and Management’ document (on
the website under Library>RBK Records) … it is
applicable to all RBK’s apiary sites.
The following important additional procedures are
specific to Henfold Copse because of the Pavilion
building, and remain subject to addition and alteration…

Vehicles may pass into and beyond the above area only
for the purpose of collection and delivery. Having made
the collection or delivery they must then be removed
to a car parking area.
It is essential that a clear path from Henfold Lane,
across the paddock, through the car parking and down
to the southern end of the copse is maintained at all
times. This is to allow access for Emergency Services
when necessary.

GATES
SMOKING
When opening and closing the padlocked gates, the Members are asked not to smoke in or around the
chains and padlocks should be re-locked with the code Pavilion and the Containers and to dispose of butts
‘scrambled’ so as to eliminate possible unauthorized responsibly when smoking elsewhere.
disclosure – even when the gates are left open.
PAVILION
PARKING
An ‘authorised’ (key holder) member MUST be the last
Please take account of temporary notices when to leave the building, and MUST ensure that:
displayed and park tidily in all areas to maximize
● The ‘Master’ Electricity Switch is OFF.
capacity.
● All water taps are OFF.
Do not prevent possible exit for other vehicles.
● All doors and windows are SHUT.
● The main entrance doors are LOCKED.
Within the paddock strip, park only on the grass, unless
requested not to. Parking is not allowed on the
FIRE
‘causeway’ itself at any time.
Please raise the alarm immediately.
Within the copse, the parking area adjacent to the 1st Follow instructions from the Duty Manager.
Container is reserved for visitors and members with A Fire Blanket is located in all Containers and in the
Kitchen area of the Pavilion.
disabilities.
Parking between the Pavilion and 2nd Container and
further into the Copse is not allowed.

All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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Thank you for your co-operation.
HCSiteProcs/v03 29/03/15

Events News
Reigate Beekeepers Auction of Bees and BeeKeeping Equipment - Reminder
At the Mickleham Apiary on Saturday 11th April.
Registration of Lots to sell accepted up to Tuesday

7th April.
Sellers Registration forms and Terms & Conditions
available at www.reigatebeekeepers.org.uk and are
also circulated with this edition of
.
Catalogue of Lots will be available by Friday 10th
April directly from www.reigatebeekeepers.org.uk
A final printed catalogue will be available to buy on the
day of the Auction.
Viewing commences from 11:00am.
The Auction commences at 12:00 noon.
Refreshments inc. Teas, Coffees & Cakes and Bacon
Butties will be on sale in the Village Hall.
Paynes Bee Southdown Bee Farms Ltd will have a
stall in the Village Hall.
… and ALSO a great opportunity to meet up with beekeepers. Not just from our own division,
but many who will have come from other divisions and other Associations.
… could you also help with the operation of the Auction on the day? Volunteers will be welcome
and appreciated to help manage the car parking and serve as ‘runners’ between the Auctioneer
out on the auction grounds and the team back in the Village Hall registering bidders and recording
sales of lots.
Contact Paul Cleaver, (cleaver.paul@gmail.com) or see Paul on the 1st or 8th at Henfold.
… could you help with the catering, providing a welcome pair of hands or even a cake?
Contact Maggie Minter, (link to contact form) or see Maggie on the 1st or 8th at Henfold.
Latest details on the members website and at www.reigatebeekeepers.org.uk

Bee Health Clinic - Saturday the 11th April
The first of this seasons Bee Health Clinics provides a very
convenient, quick and low cost way to have your colonies
checked for Nosema.
Running along-side the Auction in the
Mickleham Village Hall on 11th April, the
event also provides a great opportunity to
help with preparing received samples of bees
for examination and a chance to learn about
and try your hand at the microscopy skills
needed to identify Nosema.
A day (or two) before the clinic, take samples of ~30 bees
per colony and pop them into the freezer overnight.
Present them at the clinic between 10am and 2pm
(latest), each sample labelled with your name and a
colony identity.
£1 per sample (1-5 samples)additional samples 50p each.
Contact Bob Maurer (bob@maurer.uk.com) to help.
Read the website post for sampling techniques and
subsequent treatment options if Nosema is detected.
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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The major BBKA event in the
beekeeping calendar.
● 30+ lectures and 40+ courses
● Friday 17 April Members’ Day
and Trade Show.
Saturday 18 April Public Day and
Trade Show.
● Sunday 19 April Education Day.
● Venue:
Harper
Adams
University, Newport, Shropshire,
TF10 8NB
● BBKA Members in advance £18;
on the day £20
● Day-ticket to Trade Show only in
advance £4; on the day £5
Visit our members website or the
BBKA site directly for full info.

Spring Tidy-Up at Henfold Copse

by Richard Bradfield

As is noted by Andrew in his
, a goodly
number of members old, new
and prospective, turned out
on the 21st March to help
with the pre-season tidy-up of
the training apiary, and to
look around one very new and
grand facility in particular.

First brush
strokes.

A great deal to be done, but already
many were busy doing it.

This year, in addition to
spring cleaning Containers,
there was a new very
significant and added ‘House’
activity to accompany the
regular ‘Garden’ tasks of
previous years.
Preparing the ground
to sow grass seed.

And even the Gardening
involved the added challenge
of rectifying some of the
aftermath of the builders
endeavours.

Briefing the trainees
for their apiary tour.

So here are some of the
pictures to compliment
Andrew’s report …

Queue for the facilities?
Sorry, not quite ready.

Visit the website for these
and more images, captured
on the day and now viewable
from the photo galley …
Building Progress in
Pictures

‘Managing’
the brambles.

Well earned tea, coffee, lunch, cake and
biscuit break - all the gang assembled
on the pavilion veranda … and its patio!

The happy
sound of
frame
assembly
rings out.

Apiary News
Winter Team’s Task is Done

No Cocoa Shells to shell out for.

The team’s final (behind the scenes) push to Buckland Nurseries have discontinued selling
have all the equipment, hives and colonies Cocoa Shells, a favourite smoker fuel used at
ready for the season was made on 14th March. Henfold and by many of our members.
Neil Hallams blog on the website details the Apparently the shells were just too attractive
many concluding activities and finishing to mice.
touches that added to what has been a busy
Does anyone know of an
and productive winter schedule.
alternative supplier who
has perhaps had the
The final-final task of rebuilding cleaned
foresight
(or
bitter
frames, led by Simon Ford, commenced
experience!)
to
store
during the Tidy-Up Day (see above), whilst Neil
and Sally Bennett also provided guided tours their stock of cocoa shells in a secure container?
of their handiwork for our NewBees.
Well done team for a fantastic job.
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated

No doubt we could publish their details and
send some business there way.
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Equipment News
Buying Second Hand Equipment
Be especially careful in the corners.
● Boil in Caustic Soda. This is not very practical
for the average beekeeper due to the caustic
nature of the bath and the problems of
Attending the RBK Auction this month ? The
disposal of the used solution. It requires
following advice may prove useful.
great care and caution. The method is to
prepare a bath using a solution of 450 g
What should I check ?
Sodium Hydroxide to 38 litres of water and
Before buying make sure that hive parts are
bring the solution to the boil. Wooden hives
the correct size. The dimensions can be
parts are then immersed in the solution for
obtained from hive plans or some bee-keeping
between 5 and 15 minutes. Then dip the
textbooks. If the clearances are too great,
parts in clean boiling water. After drying, the
brace comb will be a problem and if too small
parts will probably need re-nailing. YOU
parts will be propolised i.e. gummed up.
MUST wear suitable protective clothing when
Similarly, it is worth checking the size or fit
using this system.
of anything else you are considering. Make
● Dip into molten paraffin wax. This requires
sure that it is what you want !
specialist equipment, which the average
beekeeper does not have. For further details
What do I check when buying live bees ?
see a suitable beekeeping textbook.
If buying bees make sure that they are
healthy. If you are not sure about the signs of How do I disinfect plastic components ?
disease get someone who is competent to look
Plastic components can be effectively
at them with you. Often at 'Bee Auctions' an
disinfected using Sodium Hypochlorite. This is
Authorised Bee Inspector will have checked the
present at a concentration of about 3% in
bees beforehand. The Auctioneer will usually
household bleach. Check the container label
say that this has happened. This check only
for details, and take suitable safety precautions.
means that there are no visible signs of Foul
Brood disease at the time of examination. It Research has shown that immersion in a
is done to safeguard against the spread of solution of 0.5% Sodium Hypochlorite in
disease. Don't forget to check the hive or box water, kills American Foul Brood spores in
that the bees are in when considering a fair twenty minutes. It is essential that the spores
value. Often bees sold in hives represent better are in contact with the solution so any items
immersed need to be clean.
value than buying hive boxes alone.
What should I do with second hand hives?
When you have obtained used hives disinfect
them before use. To do this, first scrape the
boxes using a paint scraper, hive tool or other
suitable instrument, so that the bits of wax
and propolis fall onto some cardboard or
newspaper. This should subsequently be burnt.
Be especially careful when cleaning the internal
corners of the boxes and the frame runners.
Consider removing frame runners and replacing
with new ones after disinfection.

How about smokers etc ?
Smokers and hive tools should be scrubbed
clean using a soapy water solution. The hive
tool should be scorched off using a blowlamp.
DO NOT heat it to the extent that you damage
the metal hardening.

What should I do when buying second
hand beekeeping overalls ?
These should be washed in the normal way. A
small quantity of washing soda crystals mixed
with the detergent helps to remove propolis.
When done, clean your scraper. Then disinfect BEWARE when washing veils. It is best to wash
in one of the following ways.
them by hand. Putting them in a washing
● Scorch with a blowlamp. Make sure any machine may cause damage.
remaining propolis boils and that the timber
courtesy of Richard Ball, Regional Bee Inspector
darkens. There is no need to burn the timber.

All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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Topical News
Evolution of Bee Society
What is so special about bees as social insects?

nourishing food. They would have discovered
● that all the workers work together, not getting that saving the best food for the ones that did
in each other’s way, and not leaving jobs undone fly out was the best strategy for creating the
next generation. Some of these would return and
● there is only one egg-layer the queen, and she some would go on to spread their genes throughout
is quite different from the rest.
the surroundings, the origin of swarms.
How did this came about, starting from their solitary
The last option is a good example of epigenetics,
bee ancestors so long ago ?
gene switching caused by environmental factors.
All working together. The key is that they are Skipping the whole of one’s reproductive routine
all sisters. There was a time when their relationship may have been the eventual result of a long gradual
was even closer than we normally assign to process dictated by nutrition which finally relied on
sisterhood. In fact they were almost identical, as whether or not a larva was fed royal jelly.
in ‘identical twins’.
There is only one egg-layer, the queen. Once it
According to William Hughes et al, (Science, May was fairly well established that success came from
2008) studies have revealed that in early times most of the sisters staying at home, it was a matter
bees were monogamous. Having only one husband of optimising the situation by the relentless process
would certainly cause a certain amount of genetic of mutation-driven trial and error. It was found
similarity among the offspring. But, compared to best to favour those pregnant sisters who laid the
what is possible with ordinary animals, the closeness most eggs. In evolution this is called selection and
it is the way mankind has bred domestic animals.
of sister bees is remarkable.
The bee colony in this case gradually bred queen
Briefly it is because drone cells are haploidic i.e. bees that were most successful measured by the
they cannot divide into two when making sperm growth of bee numbers.
because they are already in the divided state,
having originated from unfertilised eggs. Therefore Even better results were obtained when effort was
drone body cells and sperm cells are genetically concentrated into just one queen and she was
identical and all of a drone’s sperm cells are relieved of most of her household duties. Queens
identical. Not so in the case of ‘normal’ animals, themselves grew large through necessity of storing
including the female queen since halving a cell huge numbers of sperm.
to make an egg or sperm always requires that
Gradually the emerging social behaviour, now
genes be randomly selected for each half. Drone
firmly inscribed in DNA, became a characteristic of
cells and sperm, on the other hand, are spared
the species not just the first adventurous colonies.
this sullying process and turn out to be as identical
At this point it was no longer necessary for a queen
as clones. A drone is a rare form of animal
to be monogamous: practically all drones carried
gametophyte paralleled in plants by pollen grains
the good genes. So multiple matings meant the
and mosses.
queens could be even more successful if they could
grow large enough to store the extra sperm and
But since sperm needed to unite with the eggs strong enough to do nothing but lay eggs.
of the mother to form the mother’s children, the
Thus, over millions of years, bees changed
children were not exactly the same, because each
gradually into the social wonder of today.
egg did have a random selection of genes. But
nevertheless, rarely had Nature ever before
experienced such sameness.
From an evolutionary point of view, we may ask,
what were some of the options available to bee
colonies at this time ? The sisters could all fly
off and make identical nests. They could all fly
off, mate and come back to the original nest to
lay their identical eggs: that would save finding
and making additional nests. Or they could skip
flying off, finding eggs at home to look after
anyhow. The last option might have been provoked
by colonies having difficulty finding enough

All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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courtesy of Beekeepers Association of the ACT

Photos source - Encyclopedia Britannica

New Beekeeping Experiences
Bee Temperaments
As a new beekeeper one of the first things that
you notice about the behaviour of your bees is
their temperament. Knowing the temperament
of your bees not only makes your enjoyment
of beekeeping better, but can influence how
your neighbours feel about bees. If you are
unhappy about their temperament, replace the
queen. In the Summer the life span of a bee is
six weeks, so that is how long it can take to
change the temperament of your colony.
Extremely gentle: These bees don’t
bother defending themselves against
anything. With extremely gentle bees,
they are not offended when you open
the hive even on a cloudy day. If you
accidentally drop the frame, they don’t get
upset. When you are looking at a frame, the
queen isn’t nervous, she doesn’t even notice.
It is just business as usual. They don’t seem
to even notice, let alone consider stinging you.
Normal gentle: These bees you have
to treat with a certain amount of
respect. They too are not bothered if
you work them when the conditions are not
ideal. Because bees don’t like it when you
move around too quickly, they prefer to give
you a ‘warning nudge’ rather than sting you.
They are training you on how to move. Bees
have a very good memory and know if you
have been to their hives before, banging and
knocking things around. They don’t like it.
Sporty: These bees have more of an
edge to their behaviour, and need to
be treated with ‘kid gloves’. You can
still work them with bare hands, but make
sure you don’t agitate them. If one bee gets
agitated, it becomes the ‘ring leader’ and gets
the others to join in. When you lift off the lid
there can be a slight feeling of apprehension.
The bees are more aware and are keeping an
eye on you. The bees on top of the frame have
a more ‘spirited’ step. Their bodies are held
aloft and alert. Their wings are flexed, ready
to be used shortly. If a shadow passes over
the sun, or there is a puff of cold wind, their
stingers will come out. This is when you give
them a puff of smoke to calm them down.
Instead of just enjoying time with your bees,

All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated

your visit becomes a bit less relaxing. For
whatever reason you have opened the hive,
you need to take care. Things can go wrong
very fast. It can all hinge on a moment. If
things aren’t going your way, use more smoke.
The bees are sporty but still workable, you
might take a few stings, but it will be okay.
Very Defensive: These bees are more
alarming to work with. Definitely have
a smoker working well before you even
consider opening the hive. You might
even be smoking yourself down a bit. You need
to be careful how you breathe. The bees know
that the carbon dioxide is coming from
somewhere and that it needs to be
investigated, or ‘attacked’ right away. If any
bee shows an excited behaviour, there is
immediate back up. They have strong
pheromones and are extremely reactive to
them. For example, if you wave your hand, a
dozen or more bees will be bumping, if not
stinging, it. You don’t want to stand in front
of the hive because they will sting you. If you
do get stung an alarm pheromone goes off
that is an warning for the other bees to join
in. All hives have guard bees in the front. Only
the hives residents are allowed in. The guards
step up their defensive behaviour a few
notches. They sit out front and look at
everything with suspicion. If you enter ‘their
zone’ they might make a high pitch buzz and
move with an agitating motion.
Downright
Ornery:
Practically
impossible to work. When you take the
lid off, half of the bees are trying to
get out. If you wave your hand and they
happen to be on it, they will try to sting you
through the glove. These bees will hold a
grudge. If you work them one day, the next
day they will be looking for you. You could be
minding your own business just walking nearby
and one will sting you and the others join in.
When you walk away from a hive like this, the
bees will continue to pester you for
unreasonable distances. They are a menace
and the queen should definitely be changed to
improve temperament.
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courtesy of West Sound BKA
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Questions & Answers
Question - How do bees behave when they prepare to swarm ?

Population (thousands)

A pertinent question to discuss as we approach worker bees leave the original hive location with
the old queen. Around 70% of these workers
the ‘swarming season’ …………. May to July.
are under ten days old.
As the weather warms up, the colony expands
and with more workers the colony is extremely The departure of a swarm has a significant
well organised. There may be 50,000 workers impact on the population of a hive as shown in
busily foraging, regulating the temperature in the graphs below.
the hive, guarding the colony or tending to the
Adult population through the year
brood, as well as feeding each other. The queen
70
is busy laying, producing more workers, and
60
finally drones.
There comes a point when there are so many
workers that not all of them have access to the
queen. They are no longer receiving her
pheromone signals, and so for them, she is
non-existent. This creates the need in these
workers to create a new queen.
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The queen is not the strongest of flyers, and so
inevitably will need to rest at some point –
congestion in the brood nest and the colony
perhaps on a branch, post or fence. Meanwhile,
generally
‘scout bees’ will be sent out to look for a
less queen pheromone due to older queen
suitable new place for the colony to live.
genetics of the bees - some bees are more
prone to swarming
plenty of food coming into the hive.
A ‘count down’ to swarming takes place.
Day
28 - 14
28 -14

5
3
3
1

Activity
many queen cups built
queen feeding increased
laying rate increases
egg laid in queen cup
workers gorge on honey
queen feeding reduced
laying rate decreases
workers rest in hive
scouting begins by older bees
queen treated roughly
queen cells sealed

0

bees take ‘buzzing’ flights

0

prime swarm departs

0

swarm clusters nearby

0

some bees return to hive

10
10
7

Brood development continues in the hive, and
this produces both new workers and after circa
six days virgin queens emerge. These may
depart with further smaller swarms called casts,
especially if there are still lots of adult worker
bees in the hive. Casts often depart with less
food than a prime swarm, and may starve.

The virgin queens will also fight within the hive
and destroy queen cells until only one virgin
Before the new queen emerges, the old queen queen remains. Usually around a further five
takes off with part of the colony to establish a days a single victorious queen remains, she
new nest. In a prime swarm, about 60% of the mates and starts the next generation of bees.

All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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Photo source - northsomersetbeekeepers.org

Question - How do you increase your number of colonies ?
Avoiding the obvious answers … ‘obtain a To Make Two Colonies into Three
swarm’ or ‘purchase bees’; if you want to
produce new colonies from your own bees, the (1) If you can find the queen. Hive ‘B’ contains
following describes how to go about the task. your best queen. Hive ‘A’ is any other hive. ‘C’
is a spare site.
To Make One Colony into Two
Find the queen in colony ‘B’ and make up a
(1) If you can find the queen, place her and smaller colony (a nucleus) with 2 or 3 combs
the frame she is on into the second hive on a of brood.
new site, this should be at least 5 feet from the
original site. Add a second frame of bees to the Lift colony ‘A’ and move to site ‘C’. Now move
first, Put a frame of food against the brood. Now the rest of colony ‘B’ to the site of colony ‘A’.
Place the nucleus on the original site of ‘B’.
shake two frames of bees into the new box.
2

You should now have the queen and two frames
of brood plus one of food in the new hive.
In the old hive ‘close up’ the frames and make
up the full number of frames.

A

B

4

C

1
3

Nuc

The nucleus, it can be in a normal hive, has its
original queen plus the flying bees of ‘B’, it will
start to grow again. Colony ‘A’ has gone to a
new site and its flying bees will go back to site
‘A’. The hive on site ‘C’ will need feeding as it
has no flying bees to start with. The bees now
on site ‘A’ will be brood from your best queen,
The new colony should be fed after two days as but is queen less. It will now raise queen cells.
it has no flying bees. Monitor the colony to help If left it will eventually have a new laying queen
and then grow.
it to develop into a full colony.
This colony is now queen less and the bees will
run over the outside of the hive for a while, this
is normal. They will then settle down and
produce queen cells. In three to four weeks a
new queen should be established in the hive
and you then have two colonies.

(2) If you cannot find the queen, open up the If you go into the colony on site ‘A’ after about
colony, pick two frames of brood and one of 10 days, before the queens in the cells emerge,
there will probably be several cells. You could
food.
then further divide this colony into 2 or 3 with
Place these in the new box. Move the original a cell in each. Each would then get a queen and
box to one side and put the new box on the hopefully they would all mate.
original site. Lift out four of the new combs to
one side. Now shake the bees from all the rest Again make sure it is clear what to do and get
of the combs into the new box. One good shake it clear in your mind before you start!!!.
will dislodge most of the bees and the queen
(2) If you cannot find the queen, have a new
into the new box.
brood box ready, open up hive ‘B’, select the
Replace the four frames. Place a queen excluder combs for the nucleus and place in the new box.
on top. Finally place the old box over the new. Move the new box onto site ‘B’ and shake all of
Leave for 24 hours, then lift the old box off and the bees from the old box, into this new box.
Place a queen excluder over it and move the
move the new box onto the new site.
old box, now empty of bees, onto the top. Leave
By shaking all the bees into the new box you for 24 hours, then move colony ‘A’ to the new
will be sure that the queen is in the new box. site ‘C’. Lift the top box from site ‘B’ and place it
The old box will have no bees but these will on site ‘A’.
come up during the 24 hours.
Lift colony ‘A’ and move to site ‘C’. Now move
It may help to draw the manipulations on a the rest of colony ‘B’ to the site of colony ‘A’.
sheet of paper or go through the process with Place the nucleus on the original site of ‘B’.
cardboard boxes. It must to clear in your mind
courtesy of Paul Mann, Bournemouth & Dorset
before you start!!!
South BKA

Learn more about manipulating ‘the flying bees’, ‘the brood’, and ‘the queen’ in the
Reigate Way - Beekeeping Information Sheet on ‘Managing Swarming’ written by
Mike Hill which will be published soon and available on the Members Website.
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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Meet the Committee
Buzziest Interview - this month: Vince Gallo
What’s happening?
VG: I'm sat at a computer answering your
questions as a break from writing software to
make the world more secure.
Why did you start Beekeeping in the
first place?
VG: Who wouldn't want to? Been an ambition
for as long as I can remember, just needed to
find time, which came by going part time at
work.
What sort of a Beekeeping year was
2014 for you?
VG: Actually got more honey than we eat. The
best so far, but then following on from the
previous two, that's quite a low threshold. It
was also an expansive year going from three
to seven colonies.
How long have you been a RBKA
member and just how did you become involved
first with the Library?
VG: Joined as soon as I had done the Winter
Course, four years ago. The library was pure
self interest; this way I have immediately to
hand all the books I could want to read.
... and then the Swarm Team?
VG: Swarm collection: Perhaps the most
enjoyable part of beekeeping. Every one is
different,
physically
and
intellectually
challenging, help the public, and raise funds
for RBKA. Doesn’t get any better.
So, how much persuading was needed
for you to take over as Treasurer?
VG: Andrew is very persuasive, and to quote
Top Gear - "How hard can it be?". I've run
small companies and money is pretty logical,
so this is certainly something I thought I could
do well for RBKA.
What do you think might be the most
challenging aspect of the position?
VG: Finding time to actually do some
beekeeping.

Also, getting the accounts audited … well, let's
hope that wont be too 'exciting'.
And the most satisfying aspect?
VG: It will be when I see others deliver good
stuff, knowing that I supported it with effective
and accurate money and information
(OMG….that’s a boring answer!).
Apart from "Give us your Money", do
you have a message for the members?
VG: Not that, no. RBKA gets 4 digit amounts
each year from member donations, and the
building happened because of a few VERY
generous donations.
The real message is "I am amazed and impressed with your
generosity".
Thank you Vince.
Next Month: the second of the three new Members
of the 2014/15 Committee … Richard Bradfield.
(Who’s he? Ed)

Library News
How to Keep Bees, without Finding the Queen
The title says it all. An interesting book for those of us who struggle to find the
queen, or may be just find it time consuming. This book explains how to approach
beekeeping without even looking for the queen. Written by Paul Mann, whose advice
about increasing your colonies is featured on page 10. Available from Northern Bee
Books for £6, it is a useful read about an alternative approach.
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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Website News
All New Items on the Members Website
The Members website is regularly updated and added too. If you have not visited the site and
browsed since the last
was published, these are some items that may be new to you.
Catch-up now … click on the items to view in full.

Ready for the Off! - 1st April

April in Your Apiary

During the last Winter Meeting at
Woodhatch on the 4th March, Andrew
Cornwall was able to provide an
impromptu overview of his Education
Plans for the Summer Apiary Meetings
that are due to commence on the 1st April.
For those who did not hear his overview, Andrew has
provided these notes …

April usually signals the start of the
new beekeeping year as the colony
transitions from winter survival to colony renewal and growth. However,
following a mainly mild March, many
colonies are already well into their “growth” phase.
April weather can be highly variable and may
impact on the rate of colony growth and the …

Equipment Product/Price List - Mar 2015

Henfold Apiary Spring Tidy-Up

Details supplied by
Richard Stuart, Quartermaster
- Reigate Beekeepers,
20th February 2015.
Prices and savings stated are in
£'s and apply to orders placed
with the Quartermaster.
The complete list is arranged in product groups …

April Tips Checklist

During the winter months, the groundworks and actual construction of the
pavilion building has proceeded, with
some inevitable collateral damage to
adjacent grassed and hard standing
areas; the winds have deposited branches and
leaves all over the place; and some displaced
brambles need new locations to put their …

DIY Foundation Press

The weather has certainly improved
with early bloom already appearing.
The bees should be seen bringing
pollen into the hive.

Like many beekeepers, at the end of the
season Geoff Blay found himself with a
large quantity of beeswax trimmings
together with a lot of very sticky equipment and the question arose as to what
to do with it all.

Your first internal hive inspections may have already
been undertaken during March, and can now safely be
carried out on a warm day when the Apple trees are in
bloom, according to our founder member …

His first idea was to make a large number of candles. But
then having used up most of the wax, it occurred to …

Bee Craft Hangouts - Next - 15th April

Leading Role at Bees Abroad UK Ltd

For the info-web-techie amongst our
members … if you have not already
dropped in on any of Bee Craft’s
monthly ‘Hangout’ sessions, why not
catch the next one on April 15th at 8 pm.

Bees Abroad is a small UK
based charity (that RBKA help
support) that run a team of
project managers who take their beekeeping skills
abroad (mainly Africa) to help alleviate poverty.

To take part you do not have to be a Digital subscriber
of Bee Craft, or even for that matter a subscriber of Bee
Craft at all – although all our Registered Members are.

Mr John Home will stand down as Chairman. This
provides a great opportunity for some one else to take
over the reins and work with the trustees to steer …

website

Go to FRONT PAGE for HEADLINE NEWS, APIARY TASKS, FEATURED ANNOUNCEMENTS and NEXT
BIG EVENT items. Visit the NOTICE BOARD for all the latest general information and to the
KNOWLEDGE BASE for beekeeping skills information. To see Who’s Who, look under the
MEMBERSHIP tab, and ALL the available Diary Dates are under the EVENTS menu tab, plus more !
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